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For your first prize,
you’ll have to ZOOM,
through the house
to Granny’s ROOM!

Diddley doo,
Diddley DEE,
Today’s surprise is
where you go PEE!

Somewhere hiding,
under a TREE,
is where you’ll find
your gift for DAY 3!

To find the prize for
DAY Number 4,
you’ll want to look
just outside the
FRONT DOOR!

I know this is fun,
and you think it’s NEAT,
To find today’s gift,
Look where
you sit to EAT!
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This one will make
you really LAUGH,
Today’s goodie is where
you take your BATH!

You love to read,
so make sure you LOOK,
for today’s surprise is
near your BOOKS!

Tonight you get
a special DVD,
to find it,
go look near the TV!

Search in the kitchen,
and do not BLINK,
your surprise is hiding,
near the SINK!

You’re going to have
to use your HEAD,
the surprise for today
is in a special boy’s BED!
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Hope this surprise can
help you RELAX,
check the place where
we keep the SNACKS!
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Tonight where you’ll
need to LOOK
is on your bed for
a fun BOOK!
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Time to put your brain
to the TEST,
tonight’s fun is
on a DESK!
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To find today’s fun, you’ll
have to THINK,
Look where you put
clothes that STINK!
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Today’s surprise is one
of the very BEST!
You’ll find it where
you lay to REST!
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You can use this
to show you CARE,
go find it in
the office CHAIR!
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To wrap gifts for your

friends and FAMILY,
you’ll need the supplies
hidden under your TREE!
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To Granny’s room,
Run, run, RUN,
There you’ll find
something Extra FUN!
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You’re a good AT THIS,
that’s for CERTAIN,
Today’s surprise is
behind a shower
CURTAIN!
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To find something
yummy to EAT,
look in your
dining room SEAT!
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Today’s surprise will
give you GLEE,
It’s hiding under the
Christmas TREE!
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The prize for tonight,
I am TOLD,
is hidden somewhere
VERY COLD!
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If you look where you
brush your TEETH,
Today’s Prize will be
within your REACH!

To find today’s surprise,
you’ll have to EXPLORE,
it’s hidden behind
a bedroom DOOR!

